
On Friday, September 11, 2020, the new leadership of the Southwest Franciscans of Our Lady of

Guadalupe Province was announced to the friars. Although the friars have historically voted on

leadership during their triennial Province Chapter, because of the COVID-19 pandemic, the friars

could not meet in person for this event. Accordingly, the General Council of the Order (in Rome)

elected a new council. 

Please help us in congratulating:

Ron Walters, OFM, Provincial Minister

Charlie Martinez, OFM, Vicar Provincial

Dale Jamison, OFM, Gerry Steinmetz, OFM, 

Patrick Schafer, OFM and Erasmo Romero, OFM, Definitors. 

We ask that you keep these friars in your prayers as they lead our Province over the next three

years. 

We also thank Jack Clark Robinson, OFM, for his six years of leaderships as Provincial Minister,

and Efren Quintero, OFM for his time as Secretary and Definitor.
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Catholic Charities here in Albuquerque has a

marvelous opportunity for volunteers where

they can sign up for the Senior Transportation

Service which offers free rides to seniors of

the community for medical appointments,

grocery acquisition, etc.

I am one of the team of volunteers, and on one

of these very recent excursions, I was assigned

an elderly black woman, petite but strong,

good humored but wise, sharp but amicable.

Within the context of the recent COVID-19

restrictions, the rider is asked to remain in the

back seat and wear a mask along with the

driver. The relatively large blue mask could

not hide the joy, nor the spark and glitter that

framed her demeanor, vitality and beautiful

face. As this transportation held the likelihood

of a weekly repeat due to the nature of her

needs, it behooved us both to allow for a bit

more familiarity than would normally be

expected on a 'one-off' cab-service.

I asked her if I could share some of the stories,

within the context of anonymity, that she

eagerly proffered in this societal environment

of protest and civil unrest. Without hesitation,

she consented and continued her storytelling. I

relate these stories as a quote from my

imperfect memory, and I ask for pardon if

some of the details are not exact.

"I was born in Atlanta, Georgia. However,

when I was young, my family moved to

Southern Florida.  Back in those days, you

could open the Yellow Pages and see how the 

public schools were listed. If it was an all

white school, the names were all spelled out. If

it was an all black school, the names were all

abbreviated. Like 'Thomas Jefferson' for the

white schools and 'T.J.' for the black schools. A

white man in those days would never call a

black man or woman by their real, full name.

They would always have a 'pet' name for you,

or a nickname. (Implying a devaluation and

lack of honor). The Klu Klux Klan would burn

down a black man's family home just to prove

that a black man could not support his family.

I worked for decades with the Civil Service. I

was a member of the United States Air Force

back in the day. After retirement, a white

woman came up to me and said, "Now that you

are retired, maybe you would want to clean

my house as a maid. I would pay you for it!" I

said, "Woman, I have my own house to take

care of, so why would I want to care for yours,

too!"

CONVERSATIONS FROM THE CAB:  A  PERSPECTIVE

ON RACISM A Reflection by Bernard Keele, OFM 
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A black man in Detroit was walking down the

street at night with his hands in his pockets. It

was cold. A white woman from the second

story calls the police because she is scared.

The police come and detain the man. They ask

him why he has his hands in his pocket. The

black man replies that he has his hands in his

pocket because it is cold, and that he is a

neighbor to the scared white woman. She

didn't even know her own neighbors!

When I went to buy my first car, the salesman

said he would not even allow a conversation

about purchasing a car without my husband

present. And then, when my husband finally

did arrive, the salesman would only talk with

him and kept saying things like, "She doesn't

need a radio. She doesn't need this or that." 

My husband wasn't going to drive the car, I

was! You know, black people are very

forgiving. We only want to be treated with the

same respect and honor that should belong to

everyone. And stop broadly judging and

categorizing because of the color of our skin

or because of assumptions toward our

economic status."

May we all take to heart the lessons this lady

offers to us. It is my prayer, and hopefully

yours too, that justice, respect and honor not

remain ideological concepts, but that every

American, Christian or otherwise, finds in

their heart of hearts, the space to evaluate

their own presumptions, assumptions and

attitudes toward the neighbors that we should

know, or the neighbors we think we know.

CONVERSATIONS FROM THE CAB CONTINUED 

HANDS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT 

Award Presented by Catholic Charities of New Mexico 
Each year members of the Matthew 25 Giving

Society of Catholic Charities New Mexico

celebrate individuals and organizations who

give their time and talent to serve their

neighbors. This year Our Lady of Guadalupe

Franciscan Province humbly accepted the

2020 Hands of the Holy Spirit Award. Jim

Gannon, CEO of Catholic Charities, presented

the award at a virtual gathering on Tuesday,

September 22, 2020. This award honors

faithful partners who "allow the Holy Spirit to

use our hands to provide relief, to console, to

teach, to assist, to counsel, and to welcome."

When recognizing the Southwest Franciscans,

Catholic Charities shared, "The friars have 

long been our partners in addressing some of

the most difficult challenges in New Mexico

Communities. They are tireless volunteers,

dedicating thousands of collective hours to

supporting the work of Catholic Charities in

the community. During our Companions on

the Journey effort to support recent arrivals in

New Mexico, friars were there to counsel

parents concerned for their families' future.

When our Adult Education program obtained

over 200 laptops for remote learning, a friar

spent hours helping get them all set up and

ready for student use. Friars have helped us

assemble furniture, move donations, counsel

those in crisis, and performed endless other

acts of service in the community.
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A Franciscan response to the situation of our society, where there are many of our brothers

and sisters who are lonely or rejected by our society. 

I  AM HERE Poems and a Reflection by Manuel Mendoza, OFM 

Poem.“I Am Here”

Stop! Wait! I am here.

Turn. I am here,

Look at me. I am here,

Listen to me. I am here.

From the depths of my heart.

I say to you; “Life is a gift”.

Believe me, you are my

blessing and my art,

Look at me, I am your brother.

From the depths of my being.

I am here. Listen to me,

I understand you. Turn toward 

me,

Wait. 

We still have hope.

From the depths of my soul.

I am raising our voices. Wait,

Stop the soulless bigotry,

I am here. Please, never give 

up.

Poema. “Aquí Estoy”

¡Alto! ¡Espera! Aquí estoy,

Voltea. Aquí estoy,

Mírame. Aquí estoy,

Escúchame, aquí estoy.

Desde la profundidad de mi 

corazón.

A ti te digo; “La vida es un

 regalo”.

Créeme, tu eres mi arte y mi

bendición,

Mírame. Yo soy tu hermano.

Desde la profundidad de mi 

ser.

Aquí estoy, escúchame,

Te entiendo, voltea hacia mí, 

Espera, todavía tenemos 

esperanza.

Desde la profundidad de mi

 alma.

Yo levanto nuestras voces. 

Espera,

Alto al intolerante desalmado,

Aquí estoy. Por favor, nunca te 

rindes.

Pöema.“Nté Ntö Nnä” 

¡Yattó! ¡ktä shé! Nté ntö nnä,

Shín´hä. Nté ntö nnä,

Ttíyánná, Nté ntö nnä,

Künná shá tkuí nnä. Nté ntö

nnä.

Hásta nné knnï tkënná.

küinná n´hí; shíntuï lká shá

s´hü,

tiyháttí nnä. nuë lká bendició o

pintúra nniá.

Ttíyánná, nná lká nnä t´há.

Hásta nné knï yhá skánnä.

Nté ntö nnä, Künná shá tkuí 

nnä,

Ntíthánhí, Shín´hä.

ktä shé, ttí cká tíhü nná ttÏlló.

Hásta nné knnï kärziá tkénnä.

Nná sikuánnä thínnä, ktä shé.

Yattó, küláttí shá shttiÄttí nhí 

shká. 

Nté ntö nnä, kunné ská jjäbó, 

nná kullá yaá n´hï.

HANDS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT CONTINUED.  

Their unflagging dedication to supporting all

aspects of our work make Catholic Charities

proud to honor Southwest Franciscans as

Hands of the Holy Spirit Award recipients." 

During the virtual event, Gannon continued,

"They step forward. They don't wait to be

asked. They ask if there is a need they can

fulfill."

Our Lady of Guadalupe Province is honored to

partner with Catholic Charities New Mexico.

We are thankful for their work serving the

People of God!
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Many people have ideas around the

importance of expressing feelings, and how to

connect with other people and nature.

However, some persons prefer to write;

history, songs, essays, and stories, instead of

poetry. Rather, poetry attracts the heart.

Poetry also inspires love, spirituality,

mysticism and prophecy. Poetry is

distinguished by language itself from the very

first moment.

I think poetry is like music: They have similar

ways how to connect ideas and the mind with

other people. These are very important

because both avoid distorting the original

ideas. The role of poetry is for focusing

attention on the personal vision of the poet.

This understanding is important because both

inspire a love which results in a deeper

engagement with life. 

My poem, “I Am Here” is encouraging.

Encouraging fades the fear in our mind and

our heart. “I Am Here” displays hope,

understanding, and friendship. When I wrote

that poem I thought about the world´s

problems, the people´s feelings. And there, I

sorted my ideas and my feelings, pondering

the world situation.

“I Am Here” expresses hope, helpfully. Over

all, it expresses fraternity and that all people

have value and are important for my God and

for me. “I Am Here” talks to those who are

hopeless in this modern world, those who

think that nobody understands them, those

who lost their way, those who seek for new 

I  AM HERE CONTINUED 

life, for a new world and look for someone

who will listen to them. Then I can say, “I am

here, we still have hope and never give up; l

am your brother because you are my blessing,

look at this, life is a gift”.

In conclusion, poetry is necessary to share

faithfully, helpfully and prophetically in this

modern world. Therefore, I would like to write

more poetry for our world situation: Finally, I

invite our youth and especially our elders to

do whatever they can to encourage those who

have lost their way or who cannot find their

purpose.

Then, elders and youth will know how to share

our knowledge and experience with an open

mind and humility. Because, when all speak

one language of charity, love, pardon,

understanding and encouraging, it is then that

we are making our new world.
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A monthly reflection on our Franciscan  Heritage by Jack Clark Robinson, OFM 
 

The photograph of Anselm Weber, O.F.M.

voting in the 1906 Arizona elections says

much about how voting has changed, and

perhaps just as importantly, how much

things have not changed since that Territorial

election day some one hundred

and fourteen years ago.

First among the changes, Anselm was

casting his paper ballot in a territorial

election.  U.S. citizens living in the Territory

of Arizona would not have been eligible to

vote in national elections.   The ballot in

Anselm’s hand is not a ballot for President of

the United States or a Representative to

Congress.  (Also, 1906 was not a presidential

election year.)  Nor did United States citizens

popularly elect Senators until 1918. 

Before 1918 they were elected by state

legislators.  Notice as well that Anselm voted 

with a paper ballot, meaning that eventually

Anselm’s vote and every other vote would

have been counted by hand, sometimes taking

days to get the results of an election,

since results had to go by horseback or

railroad to the capital and be added

together there.  We have had to wait a

long time for election results many times in

the past, realizing that slow accurate results

were more important than fast inaccurate

results.

Another change from 1906, there are no

women and no Navajo in the picture.  Women

got the vote in 1920 by Constitutional

Amendment.  Congress did not give Native

Americans the right to vote until 1924, but

still the States of Arizona and New

Mexico did not allow Native Americans to

vote until 1948, after the Navajo Code

LOOKING INTO OUR TRADITIONS 
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LOOKING INTO OUR TRADITIONS CONTINUED

Talkers and many other Native Americans

had served valiantly in World War

II.  The young man standing next to

Anselm is probably the youngest of the Day

brothers, sons of the family that

owned a trading post near St. Michaels. That

family, and especially the “Day boys,” who

grew up bilingually with Navajo playmates

from a very young age, helped the early friars

learn the Navajo language.  In exchange the

friars tutored the Day boys in “American”

subjects such as science and history.  This

young man does not appear to be

twenty-one years old, so he could not have

voted in 1906.  In 1970, Congress lowered the

voting age to eighteen, following the Civil

Rights Act of 1964, which did much to extend

the vote to Black Americans.  These

extensions of voting rights and the use of

technology to tabulate voting results are all

signs of progress reflecting our desire that

voting be seen as a right and duty of all

citizens of the United States, rather than the

privilege of a few.

But voting is still far from universal among

us. Earlier this month, I helped a friend of

mine since my days at HolyvFamily get an

absentee ballot for our upcoming election. 

 Since she moved into a nursing home in 2014,

she has missed voting for six years, but wants

to be sure to vote this year.  She was still on

the voting roll, but with the wrong address. 

 Once I talked with a human being, rather

than a computer, in the county clerk’s office,

it was relatively simple to request that she be

sent a change of address form so that she

could apply for an absentee ballot.

Her situation is one of many where voting

means overcoming obstacles just as

intimidating to would-be voters as getting

up a flight of stairs would have been for her

in her wheelchair.  But the struggles and

difficulties some have to overcome to vote

should remind us all of the seriousness with

which we must take our responsibility of

exercising our right to vote. 

We must recognize the profound importance

of each and every vote cast – including

not only our own votes, but also the votes cast

by those over whom we exert some influence,

whether a few friends or family members

with whom we have private conversations or

many people who hear or read our public

comments.  As in the photograph, others were

watching and learning from what the friar

Anselm Weber was doing.  We must speak,

act, and vote with great care.

The issue most often discussed this year in

Catholic media with regard to voting

for particular candidates has been abortion –

whether a candidate favors women

retaining the legal right to abortion, or

whether a candidate or party favors a

change in the laws or in the interpretation of

the Constitution which would once again

make abortion illegal, even though history

has repeatedly shown us one single act, even

forbidding abortion by law,  rather than

addressing the many underlying causes of

abortion, will not put an end to this evil.

We would do well to remember what Pope

Benedict XVI wrote while still the head of
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the Vatican Congregation of the Doctrine of the

Faith in a memorandum entitled

“Worthiness to Receive Holy Communion:

General Principles”:

A Catholic would be guilty of formal

cooperation in evil, and so unworthy to present

himself [or herself] for Holy Communion, if he

[or she] were to deliberately vote for a candidate

precisely because of the candidate’s permissive

stand on abortion and/or euthanasia. When a

Catholic does not share a candidate’s stand in

favor of abortion and/or euthanasia but votes

for that candidate for other reasons, it is

considered remote material cooperation, which

can be permitted in the presence of

proportionate reasons.

In other words, abortion, which is an

unspeakable evil in that it is the taking of

the most innocent of human lives, must always

be considered a most serious sin, but the mere

fact that a candidate would permit the laws

allowing abortion to remain cannot be

considered alone to determine whether good

Catholics can vote for that candidate and

remain good Catholics.  When there are

proportionate – in other words equally or even

more serious – reasons to vote for such a

candidate over a candidate proclaiming

opposition to legal abortion, a good Catholic

must follow his or her conscience.  The well-

formed conscience seeking to do its best in

making the choices necessary to navigate

through all of the gray areas of life has long

been proclaimed by the Church as

the highest individual moral authority.

A well-formed Catholic conscience must take

LOOKING INTO OUR TRADITIONS CONTINUED 

into account not only the Church’s

teachings on the sanctity of life from conception

to natural death, but also

the Church’s teachings with regard to many

other issues.  Taking a look at the issues listed

by the United States Conference of Catholic

Bishops in the latest version of their guide to

“Forming Consciences for Faithful Citizenship”

reminds us that we are called to inform our

conscience on many matters, not just one.  We

are not to take the lazy way out of saying

“I don’t care” about other issues and vote based

only on one issue.  The Bishops’ document asks

us to consider what we have done to inform our

consciences about  the stance and actions of

politicians and political parties concerning:

Human Life including opposition to abortion

and the death penalty, and Promoting Peace

including expenditures on the military relative

to expenditures for promoting world peace

through communications and trade; Marriage

and Family Life not only of our citizens but of

families at our borders and around the world;

Religious Freedom including respect for all

faiths, and Preferential Option for the Poor and

Economic Justice putting people before profits;

Health Care which must be recognized as a

human right for everyone; Migration which

includes welcoming the stranger; Catholic

Education not alone of children, but recognizing

the responsibility of leaders to educate by

actions in accord with Catholic values;

Promoting Justice and Countering Violence

which means that the instruments of civil order

must be supported while at the same time never

being used to subvert anyone’s rights;

Combating Unjust Discrimination including

discrimination based on long-standing racial
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LOOKING INTO OUR TRADITIONS CONTINUED 

prejudices; Care for our Common Home

meaning that we are all responsible

for the environment; Communications, Media,

and Culture indicating that all those in

leadership must help maintain civil discourse

and uplift others by what they do and say, and

Global Solidarity so as to recall that we are

called to cooperate with those struggling for

the good all around the world and

not be focused on ourselves alone.

What we quickly see from the Bishop’s list is

that probably no one party, no one candidate

 will ever be in complete accord with Catholic

social and moral teaching.  We will always be

choosing between imperfect candidates and

imperfect parties, but we must do our best to

choose wisely taking a whole range of issues

into consideration.  Others are watching what

we do and listening to what we say, just as they

were in the picture of Anselm Weber voting. Let

us be careful to make our decisions and exercise

our influence as a result of prayerful and

thoughtful discernment, not seeing how fast we

can draw our six gun and shoot from the hip at

an easy target.

A Reflection by Jack Clark Robinson, OFM
When the State of New Mexico allowed fitness

facilities to reopen, I immediately decided to

return to swimming at Defined Fitness.  I had

joined Defined Fitness (with the membership

fees covered by the “silver sneakers” portion of

our health insurance), so that I would have a

place to be able to swim on a regular basis. 

 Between the opening of the facility at the

corner of Unser and Central in January and the

shutdown of fitness facilities on March 18th, I

swam an average of three times a week.  Travel

and over commitments kept me from

swimming more.  But by March, I had swum a

bit over twenty-eight miles.  (Given that the

length of the standard lap lane in the United

States is twenty-five yards, while a mile is

seventy and four/tenths yards, most swimmers

actually swim an extra one hundred and

twenty feet when they swim a “mile.”  If you

swim consistently, that extra distance slowly

adds to your total swim mileage.)   

SWIMMING

I began to swim laps when I was in law school

over forty years ago.  Swimming was the first

exercise that I ever found that I really enjoyed.  

It is a great quiet, contemplative time for me,

and I never get sweaty when I swim! With no

traveling to interrupt the daily routine of

going for a swim, I got started again on June

1st. At the end of the month, I realized that

probably for the first time in all of those years

of swimming, I had swum every day of a whole

month.  That string of days gave me the

incentive to keep going.  July added thirty-one

days of swimming in a row to June’s thirty. 

 Then August added another thirty-one, with

the first seven days of September bringing me

to ninety-nine days in a row without missing a

swim.  But after my swim on September 7th I

left for Holy Cross Retreat Center in Mesilla

Park to give a retreat to the Conventual

Franciscan Friars there.
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I had told Tom Smith, OFMConv, the Director of

the Retreat Center about my string of days

swimming.  He very thoughtfully got the

information for me about the one open lap lane

pool in Las Cruces.  Tuesday morning,

September 8th, I swam for the one hundredth

day in a row.  I did not swim on Wednesday and

Thursday, as getting to the pool in Las Cruces

involved a complicated process, and I was busy

with the retreat.   But Friday afternoon,

September 11th, when I got back from the

retreat, I headed to the pool here in Albuquerque

and started my next “string” of days swimming

in a row.  While I have probably swum over a

hundred miles a year twenty or more times in

the last forty years, for the first time ever,

thanks to travel restrictions, I am on a course to

swim over two hundred miles in 2020.

Swimming has been very good for me mentally 

SWIMMING CONTINUED 

and physically during these stressful times. I

would encourage everyone to find a form of

exercise that they enjoy and then commit to

sticking to that exercise every day.  It will do

your body - and your mind - good!

A  Story by Gerry, Steinmetz,OFM, A Franciscan  Storyteller
ST.  FRANCIS AND THE WOLF

Perhaps the most famous Story of St. Francis is

when he tamed the wolf that was terrorizing

the people of Gubbio.  Francis learned of a wolf

so ravenous that it was not only killing

animals, but people too.  The villagers became

afraid to leave the city walls.  So Francis

decided to go out and meet the wolf in spite of

all warnings. He insisted that God would take

care of him.As Francis and a brave friar began

to walk on, suddenly the wolf, jaws open,

charged out ot the woods at the friars.  Francis

made the Sign of the Cross toward it. That

made the wolf to slow down and to close its

mouth. Francis called out to the wolf: 

"Come to me, Brother Wolf, in the of Jesus, I

order you not to hurt anyone."  At that moment

the wolf lowered its head and lay down at  St.

Francis' feet, meek as a lamb.

Francis explained to the wolf that he had been

terrorizing the people nots only animals, but

human who are made in the image of God. 

 "Brother Wolf," said Francis, "I want to make

peace between you and the people of Gubbio.

They will harm you no more and you must no

longer harm them.  All past crimes are to  be

forgiven."



Heavenly Father,  

Years ago this month, you blessed the world with Patrick. Thank you for the gift of their life. We

ask you to bless them during their birthday month and to keep them in Your care, now and in the

coming year. Amen.

T H E  P A D R E S '  T R A I L  I S  A  M O N T H L Y  N E W S L E T T E R

D I S T R I B U T E D  B Y  O U R  L A D Y  O F  G U A D A L U P E  P R O V I N C E .  

www.swfranciscans.org

Franciscan Province of Our Lady of Guadalupe 

1204 Stinson Street SW, Albuquerque, NM 87121

ST.  FRANCIS AND THE WOLF CONTINUED 

The wolf nodded his head.  Then to the

absolute surprise of the gathering crowd,

Francis asked the wolf to make a pledge.

Francis extended his hand to receive the

pledge, so did the wolf extend his front paw

and placed it into the saint's hand.  Francis

asked the wolf to follow him into the town to

make a peace pack with the people and he

followed him. At the town square, Francis

offered the people peace on behalf of the wolf.  

The people promised to FEED the wolf and

LIVE in peace.  The wolf lived for 2 years

among the people.  

     Excerpt from "The Flowers of St. Francis"

What is this story telling us?  Could it be that

we are terrorized by something or someone?

Like the wolf, there are situations that

terrorize us like COVID-19, terrorism, FEAR of

this or that which is happening.  WHO will

meet the source of the Terror or what is

causing us fear and ask it not to continue to do

us harm. What does the wolf WANT?

Who will mediate between us and that Fear or

whoever wants to harm us? 

Pope Francis will issue an encyclical on

October 3rd in Assisi: 'All brothers" extending

his hand to mediate peace calling us

Franciscans to be instruments of peace. 

Let the story speak to us!

Patrick SchaferBIRTHDAY 

WISHES

September 13


